The fundamental equation of the thermodynamic system gives the relation between internal energy, entropy and volume of two adjacent equilibrium states. Taking higher dimensional charged Gauss-Bonnet black hole in de Sitter space as a thermodynamic system, the state parameters have to meet the fundamental equation of thermodynamics. We introduce the effective thermodynamic quantities to describe the black hole in de Sitter space. Considering that in the lukewarm case the temperature of the black hole horizon is equal to that of the cosmological horizon, the effective temperature of spacetime is the same, we conjecture that the effective temperature has the same value. In this way, we can obtain the entropy formula of spacetime by solving the differential equation. We find that the total entropy contain an extra terms besides the sum of the entropies of the two horizons. The corrected terms of the entropy is a function of horizon radius ratio, and is independent of the charge of the spacetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are black hole horizon and cosmological horizon for higher dimensional charged Gauss-Bonnet(GB) black hole in de Sitter space. The thermodynamic quantities on the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon all satisfy the first law of thermodynamics, moreover the corresponding entropies both fulfill the area formulae [1] [2] [3] [4] . In recent years, the investigation of black hole properties in de sitter space has received a lot of attention . However, in general the radiation temperatures corresponding to the two horizons are not equal. For this reason, when taking the higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space as a thermodynamic system, the system is usually unstable. The thermodynamic quantities on the black hole horizon and the cosmological one in de Sitter space are functions of mass M, charge Q and cosmological constant Λ respectively. These quantities, which correspond to the different horizons, are not independent of each other.
Considering the relation between the thermodynamic quantities on the two horizons is very important for studying the thermodynamic properties of de Sitter space.
Considering the relation between the black hole horizon and the cosmological one and the higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space as a thermodynamics system, we obtain the effective thermodynamics quantifies of the higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space. In the lukewarm case, the temperature of the black hole horizon and that of the cosmological horizon are the same. we conjecture that the effective temperature should also take the same value in the special case. In this way, we provide the differential equation which the entropy of both horizons satisfies. We assume that the total entropy includes the sum of both horizons entropy and the interaction terms. For the entropy corresponding to the two horizons is a function of horizon radius and the effective GB coefficientα, the interaction terms of the corrected entropy is a function of horizon radius and the effective GB coefficientα too, and is independent of the charge of the spacetime. The result we obtained is self-consistent. This work, which includes that constructing an selfconsistent formula for the thermodynamics quantities of de Sitter spacetime and studying the stability and the phase transition of de Sitter space, can provide more message for the gravity theory of the de Sitter space. The issue can help that we have a more clear understanding for the classics and quantities properties of de Sitter space. So, the issue which study the phase transition and critical behavior of de Sitter space is worth thinking and studying. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II we simple review the thermodynamics quantities of black hole horizon and cosmological horizon of the higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space, obtain the condition that the effective temperature of the horizon approaches to zero. In the base that the higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space satisfies the first laws of thermodynamics, the entropy and the effect temperature of higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space is obtained, we study the condition that higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space satisfies the stable equilibrium of the thermodynamics in Sec.III. Sec.IV is devoted to conclusions.(we use the units G n+1 = = k B = c = 1)
II. CHARGED GB BLACK HOLE IN DE SITTER SPACE
Higher derivative curvature terms occur in many occasions, such as in the semiclassically quantum gravity and in the effective low-energy action of superstring theories. Among the many theories of gravity with higher derivative curvature terms, due to the special features the GB gravity has attract much interest. The thermodynamic properties and phase structures of GB-AdS black hole have been briefly discussed in [27] [28] [29] [30] . In Refs. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , the critical phenomena and phase transition of the charged GB-AdS black hole have been studied extensively. In this paper, we study the thermal properties of charged GB-dS black hole after considering the connections between the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon [39] .
The action of d-dimensional Einstein-GB-Maxwell theory with a bare cosmological constant Λ reads [36] 
where the GB coupling α has dimension [length] 2 and can be identified with the inverse string tension with positive value if the theory is incorporated in string theory [40] , thus we shall consider only the case α > 0. F µν is the Maxwell field strength defined as
with vector potential A µ . In addition, let us mention here that the GB term is a topological term in d = 4 dimensions and has no dynamics in this case. Therefore we will consider d ≥ 5
in what follows. given by [31, [35] [36] [37] [38] f (r) = k + r
, (2.3)
and Q are the mass and charge of black hole respectively, and pressure P
In order to have a well-defined vacuum solution with M = Q = 0, the effective GB coefficient α and pressure P have to satisfy the following constraint
The black hole horizon r + and cosmological horizon r c satisfies the equation f (r +,c ) = 0.
The equations f (r + ) = 0 and f (r c ) = 0 are rearranged to
From Eqs.(2.6) and (2.7), we can obtain
. (2.10) 
Some thermodynamic quantities associated with the cosmological horizon are
T c , S c and V c denote the Hawking temperature, the entropy and the volumes.
For the black hole horizon, associated thermodynamic quantities are
From Eqs.(2.10) and (2.11), when the charge Q of the spacetime satisfies
the temperature of the black hole horizon and the ones of the cosmological horizon is equal, 
III. THE EFFECTIVE THERMODYNAMICS OF HGBDS
Considering the connection between the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon, we can derive the effective thermodynamic quantities and corresponding the first law of black hole thermodynamics [5, 18, 19] 
here the thermodynamic volume is that between the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon, namely [5, 39] 
Considering the formula of the entropy for both horizons, dimension and the termsα c , k, we take the total entropy as
3)
Here the undefined function f (x), f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) represents the extra contribution from the correlations of the two horizons. When taking Q,α c as constant, substituting Eqs.(2.8), (3.2) and (3.3) into Eq. (3.1), one obtain the effective temperature T ef f
here
When Q satisfies Eq.(2.16), the temperature of both horizons is equal. In this case we think that the effective temperature of spacetime is the radiation temperature
From(3.8), one get
When d = 5, from Eq.(3.10) one obtain
Substituting Eq.(3.7) into Eq.(3.11), comparisons with the power ofα c the two sides of this equation, one can obtain f (x), f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) satisfies
respectively, here
When x → 0, there are only cosmological horizon in de Sitter space. From Eq.(2.14), we take the initial value f (0) = 1, f 1 (0) = 6, f 2 (0) = 0,
(3.14)
we can obtain f 2 (x) with the numerical calculation. From Eqs.(2.14) and (2.15), we obtain the entropy of black hole horizon and cosmological horizon as
Comparing Eqs.(3.14), (3.15) and (3.16), we can obtain the corrected terms of the system entropy form the interaction of both horizons. hole in de Sitter space can be defined as
From Fig.4 , when x 0 < x < x c , the specific heat of system is positive, while x c < x < 1 or 0 < x < x 0 , it is negative. This means that the higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space with x 0 < x < x c is thermodynamically stable. From the Fig.4 , we can find that the region of stable state of higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de
Sitter space is related to the charge Q and the effective GB coefficientα, i.e., the region of stable state becomes bigger as the effective GB coefficientα or the charge Q is increases. In this letter, we have presented the entropy of higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space. It is not only the sum of the entropies of black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon, but also with an extra term from the correlation between the two horizons. This idea has twofold advantages. First, if without the extra term in the total entropy, the effective temperature is not the same as that of the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon in the lukewarm case. This is not satisfactory. Second, the method of effective first law of thermodynamics lacks physical explanation or motivation. While taking advantage of the method, we obtain the corrected entropy of higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space, which may make the method more acceptable.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The thermodynamic quantities on the black hole horizon and the cosmological one in de
Sitter space are functions of mass M, charge Q and cosmological constant Λ respectively.
These quantities, which correspond to the different horizons, are not independent of each other. It is not possible to fully realize the thermodynamic properties of de Sitter space time by studying the thermodynamics system corresponding the two horizons in de Sitter space separately. So, we can take the states parameters in de Sitter space as the states parameters in the whole system. We know that the states parameters in the whole system satisfies the first thermodynamics laws. So, we can obtain the effective temperature T ef f and the total entropy S +S by the above discussion and calculation.
Without considering the correlation between the black hole horizon and cosmological horizon, we take the two horizons as the independent thermodynamics system respectively.
Due the radiation temperature of the two horizon is different, the spacetime did not meet the requirements of the stability of the thermodynamic equilibrium, so the system is unstable.
Considering the correlation between the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon,
we can obtain the only effective temperature T ef f of the higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space from Eq.(3.6). From C Q,αc − x (Fig.4) , when x > x c or x < x 0 , we know that higher dimensional charge GB black hole in de Sitter space is unstable. The system cannot stable for the thermodynamic system that does not meet the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. In the universe, there are only possible higher dimensional charged GB black hole in de Sitter space that meet the conditions of x 0 < x < x c . Because the cosmological constant is associated with a vacuum that describes the most fundamental theories of nature, such as quantum gravity, and de Sitter space is closely connected with the evolution of our universe. A deeper understanding of the quantum nature of de Sitter is undoubtedly helpful to establish self-consistent quantum gravity theory.
